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20

Abstract

21

Epithelial tube formation requires Rho1-dependent actomyosin contractility to generate

22

the cellular forces that drive cell shape changes and rearrangement. Rho1 signaling is

23

activated by G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) signaling at the cell surface. During

24

Drosophila embryonic salivary gland (SG) invagination, the GPCR ligand Folded

25

gastrulation (Fog) activates Rho1 signaling to drive apical constriction. The SG receptor

26

that transduces the Fog signal into Rho1-dependent myosin activation has not been

27

identified. Here, we reveal that the Smog GPCR transduces Fog signal to regulate Rho

28

kinase accumulation and myosin activation in the apicomedial region of cells to control

29

apical constriction during SG invagination. We also report on unexpected Fog-

30

independent roles for Smog in maintaining epithelial integrity and organizing cortical

31

actin. Our data supports a model wherein Smog regulates distinct myosin pools and

32

actin cytoskeleton in a ligand-dependent manner during epithelial tube formation.

33
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34

Introduction

35

The formation of three-dimensional tubes by invagination from flat epithelial sheets is a

36

fundamental process in forming organs, such as lungs and kidneys (Andrew and Ewald,

37

2010). The Drosophila embryonic salivary gland (SG) is a premier model system to

38

study the mechanisms underlying epithelial tube morphogenesis (Chung et al., 2014;

39

Girdler and Röper, 2014). The SG begins as a two-dimensional plate of cells on the

40

embryo surface. Neither cell division nor cell death occurs once the SG cells are

41

specified; all the morphogenetic changes arise by changes in cell shape and

42

rearrangement.

43

A major cell shape change during SG invagination is apical constriction, wherein the

44

apical side of epithelial cells shrinks while keeping the nearly constant volume

45

(Lubarsky and Krasnow, 2003; Martin and Goldstein, 2014). During stage 11, SG cells

46

begin to invaginate at the dorsal/posterior region of the placode through apical

47

constriction (Fig. 1A). This leads to forming a narrow invagination pit through which all

48

SG cells eventually internalize. Apical constriction is observed in both invertebrates and

49

vertebrates, driving morphogenetic processes ranging from gastrulation in Drosophila

50

and Xenopus to lens formation in the mouse eye to formation of tubular organs such as

51

the Drosophila SG and chicken lungs (Kim et al., 2013; Myat and Andrew, 2000;

52

Plageman et al., 2011; Sweeton et al., 1991). Defects in apical constriction result in

53

defects in overall tissue shape, suggesting that coordinated apical constriction is

54

required for final tissue architecture (Chung et al., 2017; Guglielmi et al., 2015;

55

Izquierdo et al., 2018).

56

Contractile actomyosin networks generate the cellular forces driving coordinated cell

57

behaviors during epithelial morphogenesis (Gorfinkiel and Blanchard, 2011; Levayer

58

and Lecuit, 2012; Munjal and Lecuit, 2014). Non-muscle myosin II (hereafter referred to

59

as myosin) uses its motor activity to pull on actin filaments anchored to adherens

60

junctions (AJs) to apply tension on the junction and neighboring cells. Three distinct

61

pools of myosin generate the contractile forces required for SG invagination (Booth et

62

al., 2014; Chung et al., 2017; Röper, 2012). Apicomedial myosin forms in the center of

63

the apical side of the SG cell and drives apical constriction (Booth et al., 2014; Chung et

3
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64

al., 2017; Röper, 2012). Junctional myosin, associated with AJs of SG cells, is involved

65

in cell intercalation (Sanchez-Corrales et al., 2018). A supracellular myosin cable

66

surrounding the entire SG placode generates the tissue-level compressing force (Chung

67

et al., 2017; Röper, 2012). From studies in the past several years by us and others, we

68

are beginning to understand how each myosin pool is created and regulated during SG

69

invagination (Booth et al., 2014; Chung et al., 2017; Le and Chung, 2021; Röper, 2012;

70

Sanchez-Corrales et al., 2018; Sidor et al., 2020).

71

Localized activation of the RhoA (Rho1 in Drosophila) GTPase is key to creating and/or

72

polarizing contractile myosin structures in epithelial cells (Blanchard et al., 2010;

73

Dawes-Hoang et al., 2005; Martin et al., 2009; Mason et al., 2013). Studies in

74

Drosophila have identified the Folded gastrulation (Fog) pathway as a key signaling

75

pathway regulating Rho1 signaling during epithelial morphogenesis (Manning and

76

Rogers, 2014). During Drosophila gastrulation, two G protein-coupled receptors

77

(GPCRs), Smog (ubiquitously expressed) and Mist (mesoderm-specific), respond to

78

Fog to activate heterotrimeric G proteins, Rho1, and Rho kinase (Rok) to regulate

79

myosin contractility (Costa et al., 1994; Dawes-Hoang et al., 2005; Kerridge et al., 2016;

80

Kölsch et al., 2007; Manning et al., 2013; Mason et al., 2013; Parks and Wieschaus,

81

1991). In our previous study in the SG, we also revealed a tissue-specific regulation of

82

Fog signaling to activate myosin contractility: the Fork head (Fkh) transcription factor

83

regulates SG upregulation of fog, which promotes accumulation of Rok and myosin

84

specifically in the apicomedial region of SG cells to drive clustered apical constriction

85

(Chung et al., 2017; Fig. 1A). Yet, it is unknown how the Fog signal is sensed and

86

transduced into downstream Rho1 signaling during epithelial tube formation.

87

Studies in early Drosophila embryos have suggested a role of GPCR signaling as a

88

common module for Rho1 activation in different subcellular regions of the cell. In the

89

mesoderm, Smog and Mist function together to activate myosin in the apicomedial

90

region of cells to drive apical constriction (Kerridge et al., 2016). In the ectoderm, where

91

no apical constriction occurs, Smog is required for junctional myosin activation to drive

92

cell intercalation (Kerridge et al., 2016). Recent work further has shown that distinct

93

RhoGEFs activate myosin contractility in the apical and junctional domain of epithelial

4
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cells under the control of specific G proteins in early Drosophila embryos (Garcia De

95

Las Bayonas et al., 2019). However, whether all three myosin pools in the SG are

96

regulated by independent mechanisms or by a common module during epithelial tube

97

formation remains unclear.

98

The contractile force of the actomyosin networks causes an increase of hydrostatic

99

pressure in the cytoplasm (Charras et al., 2005). During epithelial morphogenesis, cells

100

maintain the surface integrity by proper organization of actin at the cell cortex. Loss of

101

organized cortical actin networks leads to the formation of blebs, spherical protrusions

102

of the plasma membrane (Charras, 2008). During Drosophila gastrulation, blebs

103

occasionally arise during apical constriction of mesodermal cells; these blebs correlate

104

with apical F-actin holes (Costa et al., 1994; Jodoin et al., 2015). Disruption of cortical

105

actin by latrunculin B, which sequesters globular actin (G-actin) and prevents

106

filamentous actin (F-actin) assembly, enhances blebbing in epithelial cells in early

107

Drosophila embryos (Kanesaki et al., 2013). Mutations in heterotrimeric G proteins also

108

enhance blebbing (Kanesaki et al., 2013), suggesting a role of G proteins in stabilizing

109

cortical actin. The mechanisms of cortical actin regulation during epithelial tube

110

formation are not well understood.

111

Here, we reveal multiple roles of Smog GPCR in regulating actomyosin networks during

112

Drosophila SG tube formation. We show that the GPCR Smog transduces Fog signal to

113

regulate myosin contractility in the apicomedial region of SG cells to drive apical

114

constriction during SG invagination. Our study supports a model wherein Smog

115

regulates apicomedial and junctional/supracellular myosin pools in a Fog-dependent

116

and -independent manner, respectively. We further reveal new roles of Smog in

117

regulating the microtubule networks, key apical and junction proteins, and cortical actin

118

organization during SG invagination, suggesting multifunctional roles of GPCR signaling

119

during epithelial tube formation.

120
121
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122

Results

123

Smog transduces Fog signal in the SG

124

To test the role of Smog in transducing Fog signal during SG invagination, we first

125

examined smog transcripts and Smog protein levels in the developing SG. Consistent

126

with the ubiquitous expression of smog (Kerridge et al., 2016), fluorescent in situ

127

hybridization revealed low levels of smog mRNA expression in the entire embryo,

128

including the SG. Strong smog mRNA signals were observed in SG cells near the

129

invagination pit (Fig. 1B, B’), potentially due to the shrinking apical domain in those

130

cells. We also examined Smog protein localization in the SG using a functional Smog-

131

GFP fusion protein expressed under the control of the sqh promoter (Kerridge et al.,

132

2016). Smog-GFP signals were detected as small punctate structures enriched near

133

AJs in SG cells (Fig. 1C-C’’). Importantly, Smog-GFP signals were dramatically

134

increased in the entire apical domain of Fog-overexpressing SGs (Fig. 1D-D’’;

135

quantification in Fig. 1E), suggesting that Smog is recruited to the apical domain of SG

136

cells by overproduced Fog.

137

To test whether Smog transduces Fog signal in the SG to regulate myosin contractility,

138

we performed a genetic suppression test. We hypothesized that if Smog is a SG

139

receptor for Fog, knocking down smog in the SG should suppress the gain-of-function

140

effect of Fog. We used sqh-GFP, a GFP-tagged version of myosin regulatory light chain

141

(Royou et al., 2004), and Rok-GFP, a GFP-tagged Rok fusion protein (Abreu-Blanco et

142

al., 2014), as readouts of Fog signaling. sqh-GFP signals were significantly increased in

143

the apicomedial region of Fog-overexpressing SG cells (compare Fig. 1G’, G’’’ to Fig.

144

1F’, F’’’; quantification in Fig. 1H), suggesting increased myosin levels by Fog

145

overexpression. Notably, sqh-GFP signals at AJs of SG cells were not significantly

146

changed (Fig. 1I), suggesting that Fog promotes Rok accumulation and myosin

147

activation in the apicomedial region of SG cells. Fog-overexpressing SG cells showed

148

highly distorted AJs (Fig. 1G, G’’) compared to control SG cells (Fig 1F, F’’), suggesting

149

increased pulling forces due to increased apicomedial myosin in Fog-overexpressing

150

SG cells. Consistent with our finding that Fog signal promotes accumulation of Rok in

151

the apicomedial region of SG cells (Chung et al., 2017), quantification of areas occupied

152

by Rok-GFP puncta revealed overaccumulated Rok-GFP signals in the apicomedial

6
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153

region of Fog-overexpressing SG cells (compare Fig. 1L’, L’’’ to Fig. 1K’, K’’’;

154

quantification in Fig. 1N). Knockdown of smog in the SG using RNA interference (RNAi)

155

and the SG-specific fkh-Gal4 driver (Henderson and Andrew, 2000) both suppressed

156

the apicomedial accumulation of Rok-GFP signals and reduced the magnitude of AJ

157

distortion (Fig. 1M-M’’’; quantification in 1N, O). These data suggest that Smog

158

transduces Fog signal in the SG to facilitate Rok and myosin accumulation in the

159

apicomedial region of SG cells.

160
161

Smog-transfected Drosophila S2 cells contract upon Fog signal

162

To further test the role of Smog in transducing Fog signal to regulate myosin

163

contractility, we performed an in vitro cell contraction assay using Drosophila S2 cells.

164

S2 cells do not express Fog receptors, and therefore, do not respond to Fog in the

165

normal culture condition (Manning et al., 2013; Fig. 2A-B’). As shown in a previous

166

study (Manning et al., 2013), S2 cells transfected with Mist, the mesoderm-specific

167

receptor for Fog, contracted robustly when cultured in Fog-containing media (Fig. 2C-

168

D’). Since Smog was not detectable in Drosophila S2 cells (modENCODE Cell Line

169

Expression Data; Flybase), we tested if S2 cells transfected with Smog also contract

170

upon Fog treatment. Indeed, Smog-transfected cells showed a significantly higher

171

percentage of contraction upon Fog treatment compared to non-transfected S2 cells

172

(Fig. 2A-B’, E-F’; quantification in Fig. 2G). Thus, Smog can transduce Fog signal to

173

regulate cellular contractility both in the SG and in vitro.

174
175

Smog is required for apical constriction in the SG and epithelial morphogenesis

176

during embryogenesis

177

To test the possibility that Smog functions as a Fog receptor in the SG, we knocked

178

down smog in the SG (using fkh-Gal4) using RNAi and compared apical areas of SG

179

cells to those in fog mutants. Two independent short hairpin RNAi lines,

180

TRiP.HMC03192 (a stronger line; Fig. 3B, B’; also used for genetic suppression assay

181

in Fig. 1J-J’’’) and TRiP.GL01473 (a weaker line; Fig. S1B, B’), were used. Cell

182

segmentation analysis revealed that SG cells with smaller apical areas showed a less

183

coordinated spatial distribution in smog RNAi SGs compared to control (Fig. 3A-B’; Fig.

7
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184

S1B-C’), similar to the previously reported fog mutant phenotype (Chung et al., 2017;

185

Fig. S1A, A’). Quantification of percentage and cumulative percentage of cells of

186

different apical areas also revealed that SGs with smog knockdown with either RNA line

187

show larger apical areas compared to control (Fig. 3G; Fig. S1D), suggesting defective

188

apical constriction upon smog knockdown.

189

Since smog has a strong maternal contribution (Flybase Developmental RNA-Seq), we

190

also knocked down smog both maternally (using matα-Gal4; Häcker and Perrimon,

191

1998) and zygotically in the SG (using fkh-Gal4) and observed slightly more severe

192

apical constriction defects in SG cells (hereafter referred to as smog M/Z knockdown;

193

Fig. 3C, C’; quantification in 3G). Maternal knockdown of smog using the stronger RNAi

194

line (TRiP.HMC03192) resulted in severe defects in egg-laying. Therefore, all M/Z

195

knockdown experiments were performed using the weaker line (TRiP.GL01473).

196

Consistent with the ubiquitous expression of smog and its role in epithelial

197

morphogenesis in the early Drosophila embryo (Kerridge et al., 2016), smog M/Z

198

knockdown also resulted in a slight disruption of the overall embryonic morphology,

199

including defects in the head region, a wavy embryo surface, and an irregular ventral

200

midline (Fig. 3M, N). Unlike the circular SG placode of WT, smog M/Z knockdown also

201

resulted in a SG placode that was elongated along the dorsal/ventral axis (compare Fig.

202

3A, A’ to 3C, C’). 3D reconstruction of confocal images revealed disrupted epithelial

203

morphology in smog M/Z knockdown, with wide and wavy grooves, enlarged epithelial

204

cells, and an elongated SG placode (Fig. 3I, J).

205

smog zygotic null mutants had a range of defects similar to those observed with smog

206

RNAi knockdown (Kerridge et al., 2016). 73.8% of embryos (59/80) showed relatively

207

normal embryonic morphology with mild apical constriction defects in SG cells, like

208

smog zygotic knockdown (classified as ‘smog null [mild]’; Fig. 3D-E’, K; quantification in

209

3H); 26.2% of embryos (21/80) showed a disrupted embryonic morphology with SGs

210

elongated along the dorsal/ventral axis (Fig. 3F, F’, L) and more severe apical

211

constriction defects (Fig. 3H), like smog M/Z knockdown (classified as ‘smog null

212

[severe]’). All embryos at late stages (stages 15-17) smog null mutants showed

213

relatively normal embryonic morphology (Fig. S2A, B), suggesting that severely

214

defective embryos with smog loss do not survive/develop past stage 14. Notably, these

8
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215

embryos have relatively normal internalized SGs (Fig. S2F, G), except for rare cases of

216

crooked SG morphology (Fig. S2D), confirming our previous finding that apical

217

constriction is not required for SG internalization (Chung et al., 2017). Altogether, these

218

data suggest that Smog is required for coordinated apical constriction during SG

219

invagination and proper epithelial morphogenesis during embryogenesis.

220
221

Smog regulates apicomedial and junctional myosin in a Fog-dependent and -

222

independent manner in the SG

223

We next examined myosin levels and distribution in the SGs in smog knockdown or

224

smog mutants using sqh-GFP. Apicomedial myosin, which generates the pulling force

225

for apical constriction during SG invagination (Booth et al., 2014), is the only myosin

226

pool defective in the SGs of fog mutants (Chung et al., 2017). Consistent with the idea

227

that Smog transduces Fog signal in the SG, both smog knockdown (either zygotic or

228

M/Z knockdown) and smog loss resulted in a significant reduction in the intensity of

229

apicomedial myosin in SG cells near the invagination pit, compared to control (Fig. 4 A-

230

D’’; quantification in 4I). Moreover, compared to clear web-like structures of apicomedial

231

myosin in control SG cells (Fig. 4A-A’’), SG cells in smog knockdown or smog null

232

mutants showed reduced areas of sqh-GFP puncta, suggesting dispersed myosin along

233

the entire apical surface in SG cells (Fig. 4K). Interestingly, the intensity of junctional

234

myosin was also significantly reduced in SG cells with smog knockdown or smog loss,

235

compared to control (Fig. 4A-D’’, quantification in 4J). This phenotype is distinct from

236

what was observed in fog mutants, where junctional myosin was unaffected in SG cells

237

(Chung et al., 2017). We conclude that Smog is required for maintaining normal levels

238

of both apicomedial and junctional myosin in the SG in a Fog-dependent and -

239

independent manner, respectively.

240

We also tested Rok distribution in SG cells in smog RNAi and smog null mutants, using

241

Rok-GFP. Consistent with our previous study (Chung et al., 2017), Rok-GFP formed

242

large punctate structures in the apicomedial region in control SG cells (Fig. 4E-E’’).

243

However, Rok-GFP failed to accumulate and was dispersed along the entire apical

244

domain in SG cells in smog knockdown and smog null mutants (Fig. 4F-H’’;

245

quantification in 4L), similar to the dispersed Rok-GFP distribution observed in fog
9
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246

mutant SG cells (Chung et al., 2017). These data suggest that Smog is required for Rok

247

accumulation in the apical domain of SG cells.

248
249

smog loss leads to defects in the tissue-level myosin cable

250

Reduced myosin levels and the elongated SG placode in smog null [severe] embryos

251

led us to test the third pool of myosin in the SG, the supracellular myosin cable

252

surrounding the SG placode. Consistent with the idea that this myosin cable is under

253

tension (Chung et al., 2017; Röper, 2012), WT SGs showed a relatively smooth tissue

254

boundary (Fig. 4M-M’’). However, SGs in smog null [severe] embryos showed an

255

irregular boundary and a less clear myosin cable (Fig. 4N-N’’). We calculated the

256

circularity of the SG placode as a measure of smoothness and tension of the SG

257

boundary. The circularity of the WT placode was significantly higher than the circularity

258

of one cell row inside (inner boundary) or outside of SG placode (outer boundary),

259

suggesting a higher tension of the myosin cable in WT (Fig. 4O, P). Consistent with the

260

irregular SG boundary in smog null [severe], the circularity of the SG placode in smog

261

null embryos was significantly lower than that of WT and was not statistically significant

262

from the inner or outer boundaries, suggesting a lack of tension at SG boundary in

263

smog null mutants (Fig. 4P). Overall, our data suggest that the loss of smog affects all

264

myosin pools in the SG, including the myosin at the SG boundary, leading to reduced

265

tension at the SG boundary and defects in generating the compressing force.

266
267

Smog is required for proper localization of apical and junctional components and

268

microtubule networks in epithelial cells

269

Since we observed a range of defects in whole embryo morphology in smog mutants,

270

we explored the potential cellular basis. In stage 11 smog null [severe] embryos, we

271

occasionally observed large areas in the epidermis and the SG where E-Cad (Fig. 5B,

272

B’) and Crb (Fig. 5D, D’) signals were absent or significantly reduced. Similar defects

273

were observed in late-stage (stage 14) embryos. Crb levels were significantly reduced
10
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274

in large areas; in the most severe cases, Crb was dispersed in the entire epidermis (Fig.

275

S3B, B’). These data suggest that Smog is required for maintaining epithelial polarity

276

and junctional integrity by regulating E-Cad and Crb levels or distribution.

277

To better understand the basis of the reduced E-Cad and Crb in smog mutants, we

278

examined smog null mutant SG cells at higher magnification. Even SGs that do not

279

contain large patches where E-Cad/Crb are missing showed discontinuous E-Cad/Crb

280

signals, resulting in small gaps in signal along the SG cell boundary (Fig. 5F, G, I, J).

281

Such gaps were observed in both smog null [mild] and smog null [severe] embryos.

282

Although the number and the length of gaps in E-Cad signals in smog null [mild] were

283

comparable to those of WT, they were significantly higher in smog null [severe]

284

compared to WT (Fig. 5F, G; quantification in 5K, L). The number and the length of

285

gaps in Crb signals in SG cells were significantly higher in both mild and severe smog

286

null mutant embryos compared to WT (Fig. 5I, J; quantification in 5M, N). These data

287

suggest a role of Smog in regulating Crb and E-Cad levels and continuity during

288

epithelial morphogenesis, including the SG.

289

Anisotropic localization of Crb at the SG boundary has been suggested to drive the

290

formation of supracellular myosin cable in SG (Röper, 2012). Consistent with this, in

291

control SGs, Crb levels were higher in the junctions that did not contribute to the myosin

292

cable, whereas myosin was highly enriched at the junction forming the cable at the SG

293

boundary (Fig. S3C-E’’’). However, in several smog null [severe] SGs, the overall Crb

294

intensity was quite low, and Crb did not show an anisotropic localization at the SG

295

boundary (Fig. S3F-H’’). This data suggests that smog loss results in the reduction of

296

both myosin and Crb, failing to form the supracellular myosin cable at the SG boundary.

297

Microtubules are required for forming and maintaining apical myosin structures (Booth

298

et al., 2014; Ko et al., 2019) and for transporting several key apical and junctional

299

proteins in Drosophila tubular organs, including E-Cad and Crb (Le and Chung, 2021; le

300

Droguen et al., 2015). We recently showed that microtubule-dependent intracellular

301

trafficking has an important role in regulating apical constriction and apicomedial myosin

302

during SG invagination (Le and Chung, 2021). To examine the microtubule networks in

303

the SG of wild-type and smog mutant embryos, we stained with antibodies against

11
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304

acetylated-α-tubulin, a marker of stable, long-lived microtubules, and tyrosinated-α-

305

tubulin, a marker of dynamic, short-lived microtubules (Westermann and Weber, 2003).

306

We observed a reduction of both acetylated-α-tubulin and tyrosinated-α-tubulin signals

307

in the apical region of the SG in smog mutants, compared to wild type (compare Fig.

308

5O, Q to Fig. 5P, R; quantification in 5S), suggesting disrupted microtubule networks in

309

the SG in smog mutants. This finding suggests that loss of smog could affect apical

310

pools of myosin, Crb and E-Cad through effects on microtubule abundance, distribution

311

and/or polarity.

312
313

Smog is required for cortical actin organization in the SG

314

We observed numerous blebs in the apical membrane of SG cells in smog null [severe]

315

mutants, which were most prominent near the invagination pit (compare Fig. 6A-A’’’ to

316

Fig. 6B-B’’’). Such blebs were not observed in SGs in WT, smog null [mild], or fog

317

mutant embryos (Fig. S4A-C’’). Unlike dispersed Rok-GFP signals in smog knockdown

318

or smog null [mild] embryos (Fig. 4F-H’’), Rok-GFP was enriched in many of these blebs

319

(Fig. 6B-B’’’), consistent with Rok’s recruitment to retracting blebs (Aoki et al., 2016). In

320

smog null [severe] embryos, blebs were also occasionally observed in cells outside the

321

SG placode (Fig. S4D-E’’). During Drosophila gastrulation, bleb formation correlates

322

with cortical F-actin holes (Jodoin et al., 2015), and disruption of cortical actin enhances

323

blebbing (Kanesaki et al., 2013). We therefore tested if Smog affects the cortical actin

324

network during apical constriction in the SG. Indeed, phalloidin staining revealed that

325

whereas strong F-actin signals were observed in the apical domain of SG cells near the

326

invagination pit in WT, F-actin was significantly reduced in SGs in smog mutants (Fig.

327

6C-C’, 6D-D’).

328

Apical F-actin formation in Drosophila tubular organs requires the formin family actin

329

nucleator Diaphanous (Dia) (Massarwa et al., 2009; Rousso et al., 2013). Since the

330

apical localization and activity of Dia are critical for restricting F-actin formation to the

331

correct membrane domain, we tested the localization and levels of Dia in the SG in

332

smog mutants. Similar to reduced F-actin, we observed reduced Dia signals in the
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333

apical domain of SG cells, most prominently near the invagination pit in smog mutants,

334

compared to WT (Fig. 6C-C’’, D-D’’). Quantification of the Dia intensity revealed that Dia

335

signals are reduced in the apicomedial but not in the junctional region of SG cells (Fig.

336

6E-G). Our data suggest that Smog is required for the cortical actin networks during SG

337

invagination, at least in part via modulating Dia levels.

338

We next tested if the reduction in actin levels in smog mutants is due to defects in actin

339

turnover. To test this, we modulated the level of actin regulators in the SG in smog

340

mutants and assayed the blebbing phenotype. Using RNAi, we knocked down

341

chickadee (chic), which encodes Drosophila profilin, a protein that increases F-actin by

342

promoting actin polymerization (Cooley et al., 1992), in the smog mutant background. If

343

there is a shift from F-actin to monomeric G-actin in smog mutants, we expect

344

enhancement of the disorganized actin phenotype and bleb formation with a reduced

345

chic level. Blebs were not observed in smog null [mild] embryos or in SGs knocked

346

down for chic in the otherwise wild-type background (Fig. 6H-H’’; Fig. S4B-B’’).

347

However, when chic was knocked down in the SG in the smog mutant background, we

348

observed enhanced blebbing even in mildly defective SG cells (Fig. 6I-I’’). Since profilin

349

promotes formin-mediated actin filament assembly (Romero et al., 2004; Zweifel and

350

Courtemanche, 2020), our data suggests that reduced profilin by chic knockdown

351

aggravated defects in cortical actin organization with reduced Dia in smog mutants.

352

Overall, our data suggest that Smog is required for cortical actin organization as well as

353

myosin activation during epithelial morphogenesis.

354
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355

Discussion

356

Smog regulates different pools of myosin in a Fog-dependent and -independent

357

manner during SG invagination

358

Fog signaling triggers epithelial cell shape changes driving tissue folding and

359

invagination during development of Drosophila and other insects (Benton et al., 2019;

360

Manning and Rogers, 2014). During Drosophila embryogenesis, fog is upregulated in

361

multiple tissues undergoing apical constriction and tissue invagination, such as ventral

362

furrow (mesoderm), the posterior midgut (endoderm), and the SG (ectodermal

363

derivative) (Nikolaidou and Barrett, 2004). During Drosophila gastrulation, the

364

ubiquitously expressed GPCR Smog and the mesoderm-specific GPCR Mist respond to

365

Fog signal to regulate myosin contractility during mesoderm invagination (Kerridge et

366

al., 2016; Manning et al., 2013). Here, we provide evidence that Smog functions as a

367

SG receptor for Fog to activate myosin during SG invagination. Knockdown of smog by

368

RNAi suppresses the gain-of-function effect of Fog in the SG (Fig. 1). Also, Smog-

369

transfected S2 cells contract upon Fog signal (Fig. 2), suggesting that Smog responds

370

to Fog to regulate myosin contractility both in vivo and in vitro. Our data show that Fog

371

overexpression leads to Smog recruitment to the apicomedial region of SG cells (Fig.

372

1). Consistent with our data, Fog overexpression induces oligomerization of Smog in

373

early Drosophila embryos (Jha et al., 2018).

374

Our study also dissects the roles of Smog in myosin activation during SG

375

morphogenesis and reveals Fog-independent roles of Smog. Whereas fog mutants

376

exhibit a decrease in only the apicomedial myosin pool in SG cells (Chung et al., 2017),

377

smog loss and SG-specific knockdown of smog result in a significant reduction of both

378

apicomedial and junctional myosin (Fig. 4). We propose that Smog regulates junctional

379

myosin during epithelial morphogenesis in response to an unknown, ubiquitously

380

expressed ligand and regulates apicomedial myosin in response to Fog in tissues with

381

high Fog signals, such as the mesoderm (Kerridge et al., 2016; Manning et al., 2013)

382

and the SG (this study). Consistent with this model, during Drosophila gastrulation,

383

Smog activates different myosin pools in tissues with different Fog levels. In the

384

mesoderm, where Fog levels are high, Smog and Mist transduce Fog signal to activate
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385

myosin in the apicomedial region and drive apical constriction. In the ectoderm, where

386

Fog levels are very low, Smog is required for junctional myosin activation to drive cell

387

intercalation. SG cells undergo both apical constriction and cell intercalation, and our

388

data shows that Smog regulates both pools of myosin in the SG in a Fog-dependent

389

and -independent manner. It is possible that in tissues with high Fog signals, an

390

additional tissue-specific GPCR(s) function with Smog in response to Fog to fine-tune

391

the Fog signaling for proper apical constriction, like Mist does in the mesoderm. It will be

392

interesting to determine whether additional SG-specific GPCRs function with Smog

393

during SG invagination.

394

The downstream components that transduce signals from the Smog GPCR to regulate

395

myosin in distinct regions of SG cells await discovery. Good candidates include two Rho

396

guanine nucleotide exchange factors (RhoGEFs), RhoGEF2 and Dp114RhoGEF, which

397

have been shown to activate Rho1 signaling at the apicomedial and junctional domain

398

of epithelial cells, respectively (Garcia De Las Bayonas et al., 2019). This process

399

requires upstream activation by heterotrimeric G proteins Gα12/13/Cta and Gβ13F/Gγ1 at

400

the apicomedial and junctional domains, respectively (Garcia De Las Bayonas et al.,

401

2019). Thus, distinct ligand-receptor binding with Smog may activate distinct G proteins

402

and/or RhoGEFs in the apicomedial and junctional domains.

403
404

Smog regulates cortical actin organization during SG invagination independent of

405

Fog

406

We also discover that Smog regulates cortical F-actin organization during SG

407

invagination (Fig. 6). smog loss significantly reduces levels of F-actin and the formin

408

protein Dia (Fig. 6). Rho1 regulates actin polymerization via Dia (Goode and Eck, 2007),

409

and apical F-actin formation in the Drosophila SG requires apical localization and

410

activity of Dia (Massarwa et al., 2009; Rousso et al., 2013). Our data suggest that Smog

411

activates Rho1 signaling to regulate both cortical F-actin (via Dia) and myosin (via Rok)

412

(Fig. 7). Since mutations in fog do not enhance blebbing during SG invagination (Fig.

413

S4), Smog’s role in regulating cortical actin is independent of Fog. Supporting our data,
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414

during Drosophila gastrulation, fog mutants show normal GFP-Moesin signals in the

415

ventral furrow, suggesting normal cortical actin organization upon fog loss (Kanesaki et

416

al., 2013). Gα12/13/Cta is a key component downstream of Fog that recruits RhoGEF2 to

417

the apical membrane to regulate myosin contractility (Barrett et al., 1997; Dawes-Hoang

418

et al., 2005). Interestingly, mutations in Gαi (G-iα65A) and Gβ13F/Gγ1, but not

419

Gα12/13/Cta, disrupt cortical actin organization in early Drosophila embryos (Fox and

420

Peifer, 2007; Kanesaki et al., 2013). Therefore, Smog may signal through Gαi and/or

421

Gβ13F/Gγ1 to organize cortical actin, independent of Fog and Gα12/13/Cta.

422

The link between heteromeric G proteins and Rho1 signaling occurs through activation

423

of specific RhoGEFs (Vázquez-Victorio et al., 2016). Actin polymerization resulting from

424

Fog-independent Smog activation may imply the recruitment of distinct proteins

425

modulating the activation of Rho1-mediated pathways. For example, in the absence of

426

Fog, a specific RhoGEF(s) downstream of Gαi or Gβ13F/Gγ1 may link Smog and Rho1

427

signaling to regulate cortical actin organization; upon high Fog signals, a different Rho1

428

modulator(s) downstream of Gα12/13/Cta may be recruited to facilitate apicomedial

429

myosin formation. Further work is needed to identify the link between Smog and Rho1

430

activation in the presence or absence of Fog during SG invagination. It will be also

431

interesting to determine whether Fog-independent roles of Smog–regulating cortical

432

actin and junctional myosin–involve common or distinct Rho1 modulators.

433
434

Smog regulates epithelial integrity during development

435

smog null mutant embryos show a range of defects, allowing us to dissect the roles of

436

Smog in epithelial morphogenesis. Our data reveal that Smog is required for epithelial

437

integrity by affecting levels and localization of Crb and E-Cad (Fig. 5). Since the

438

decrease in the level of Crb and E-Cad in smog mutants correlates with significantly

439

reduced myosin levels, disrupted epithelial integrity may be due to disrupted actomyosin

440

networks. Myosin II is critical for cells to concentrate E-cadherin at cell-cell contacts

441

(Shewan et al., 2005). In early Drosophila embryos, the absence of contractile myosin

442

leads to the disassembly of junctions (Weng and Wieschaus, 2016). A possible scenario
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443

is that Smog is required to recruit key Rho1 regulators, such as RhoGEF2,

444

Dp114RhoGEF, or other SG-upregulated RhoGEFs, to AJs during SG invagination to

445

promote junctional myosin assembly. Since Dia helps coordinate adhesion and

446

contractility of actomyosin (Homem and Peifer, 2008) and formin-mediated actin

447

polymerization at AJs stabilizes E-Cad and maintains epithelial integrity (Rao and

448

Zaidel-Bar, 2016), reduced Dia levels in smog mutants may also contribute to loss of

449

epithelial integrity.

450

Reduced and discontinuous signals of apical and junctional components in smog

451

mutant embryos can also be due, in part, to compromised intracellular trafficking.

452

Disorganized microtubule networks in SGs in smog mutants (Fig. 5) support this idea.

453

Our recent study showed that microtubule- and Rab11-dependent intracellular

454

trafficking regulates apical myosin pools and apical constriction during SG invagination,

455

via apical enrichment of Fog and the continuous distribution of Crb and E-Cad along

456

junctions (Le and Chung, 2021). The mechanism of how Smog affects microtubule

457

organization remains to be revealed. Overall, our findings suggest the multifaceted roles

458

of Smog during epithelial tube formation in regulating distinct myosin pools and cortical

459

actin in different subcellular domains in a ligand-dependent manner.

460
461
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462

Materials and Methods

463

Fly stocks and genetics

464

The fly stocks used in this study are listed in Table S1. All the crosses were performed

465

at 25°C.

466
467

Immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy

468

Drosophila embryos were collected on grape juice agar plates supplemented with yeast

469

paste at 25 ̊C. Embryos were dechorionated with 50% bleach. For most samples,

470

embryos were fixed in 1:1 heptane: formaldehyde for 40 minutes and devitellinized with

471

80% EtOH. For Rok-GFP, Sqh-GFP, and phalloidin staining, embryos were hand-

472

devitellinized. Embryos were then stained with primary and secondary antibodies in

473

PBSTB (1X PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100 and 0.2% bovine serum albumin) and PBTr

474

(1X PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100) for EtOH devitalization and hand-devitalization,

475

respectively. Antibodies used in our experiments are listed in Table S2. Embryos were

476

mounted in Aqua-Poly/Mount (Polysciences, Inc) and imaged with a Leica TCS SP8

477

confocal microscope using 63x, NA 1.4 and 40x, NA 1.3 objectives. Images were

478

acquired as z-stacks (each 0.3 µm apart) that span the apical and junctional domains of

479

cells in the SG placode.

480
481

Fluorescent in situ hybridization

482

Embryos were fixed using formaldehyde/heptane for 30 min followed by devitellinization

483

with methanol. SP6 polymerase-synthesized digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled antisense probe

484

was prepared using the following primers: smog-F, 5’-ACAGAGCCCACCTGTGTAGG-

485

3’; smog-R, 5’-TCGCTGATCGAAAATGATCTC-3’. Fluorescent in situ hybridization was

486

performed using standard methods as described in (Knirr et al., 1999). Briefly, the

487

embryos were pre-hybridized for 1 hour at 56°C post-fixation. Following this step, the

488

embryos were hybridized with the probe overnight at 56°C. The next day, embryos were

489

stained for DIG using the anti-DIG primary antibody and biotin-conjugated secondary

490

antibody. The embryos were then incubated with AB solution (PK-6100, VECTASTAIN

491

Elite ABC kit). Tyramide signal amplification reaction was performed using Cy3

492

fluorescent dye (diluted 1:50 using amplification diluent) (Perkin Elmer Life Sciences,
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493

Inc., NEL753001kt). The embryos were co-stained with CrebA and Crb antibodies for

494

visualizing SG nuclei and apical cell boundaries, respectively.

495
496

Total Smog-GFP intensity

497

Maximum intensity projections of two z-sections that span the apical and the junctional

498

region of SG cells were used. Intensity means of Smog-GFP signals of SG cells in the

499

entire SG placode were measured using Imaris software. The mean intensity of Smog-

500

GFP was normalized by the median deviation. The integrated density of Smog-GFP

501

was calculated by multiplying the apical area of the cell with the mean intensity of each

502

cell. Total Smog-GFP signals within the whole placode were calculated as the sum of

503

the integrated density of all cells. For background correction, mean gray values of

504

Smog-GFP in ten cells outside of the SG placode were measured. The average value of

505

mean gray values of Smog-GFP in these ten cells was used to subtract the background

506

of the cells inside the placode from the same embryo. Four and five SGs were used to

507

quantify control and Fog overexpression, respectively. P values were calculated using

508

Welch’s t-test in the GraphPad Prism software.

509
510

Cell segmentation and apical area quantification

511

SGs that were invaginated within the range of 4.8-9.9 µm depth were used for

512

quantification. Two or three z-sections of the apical domain were used to generate a

513

maximum intensity projection (Leica LasX software). SG cells were marked using CrebA

514

and segmented along E-Cad signals using the Imaris program. Apical areas of

515

segmented cells were calculated using Imaris, and cells were color-coded based on

516

their apical domain size. Frequency distribution was performed using GraphPad Prism.

517

Apical areas from eight SGs were quantified in control, smog knockdown (Z), and smog

518

null [mild] embryos. Six SGs were used for quantification for smog knockdown (M/Z)

519

and smog null [severe] embryos. Statistical significance was determined using Mann-

520

Whitney U test (percentage of cells) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (cumulative

521

percentage of cells).

522
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523

Quantification of myosin and Dia intensity in the apicomedial and junctional

524

domains

525

Maximum intensity projection of two z-sections spanning apical and junctional regions of

526

SG cells with Sqh-GFP and E-Cad signals was used. The images were then exported to

527

ImageJ and converted to RGB stack image type. Twenty cells near the invagination pit

528

in each of five SGs were used for quantification. To calculate the apicomedial and

529

junctional myosin intensity, regions were drawn manually along the inner and outer

530

boundary of the E-Cad signal of each cell, and mean gray values were measured for

531

apicomedial and junctional myosin. For background subtraction, the average mean gray

532

value of sqh-GFP signals for ten cells outside the SG placode was subtracted from the

533

mean gray value of apicomedial and junctional myosin for each SG cell. SuperPlots

534

(Lord et al., 2020) were used to address the variability of datasets in each SG. Each

535

data point in the graph represents one SG consisting of twenty cells used for

536

quantification. Statistical significance was determined using Welch’s t-test. Dia intensity

537

in the apicomedial and junctional domain of SG cells was quantified using the same

538

strategy, with ten cells near the invagination pit in each of five SGs.

539
540

Quantification of areas of Rok-GFP and apicomedial myosin particles

541

A single z-section of the confocal image with the strongest Rok-GFP signals in the

542

apicomedial region was used. Rok-GFP signals were converted to black and white

543

using the threshold tool in Adobe Photoshop. Junctional Rok-GFP signals were

544

removed manually based on E-Cad signals. Areas of Rok-GFP puncta were determined

545

using the Analyze Particles tool in ImageJ. Rok-GFP !"#$%&'()%*'&+,&'-./.0'122 was

546

measured. Fifteen cells in the dorsal posterior region near the invagination pit of the SG

547

placode were used for quantification. The same strategy was used for Sqh-GFP signals

548

to quantify the area of apicomedial myosin. SuperPlots show mean values of data

549

points of five SGs. Statistical significance was determined using Welch’s t-test.

550
551

Quantification of the waviness of junctions

552

Using a single z-section with the highest E-Cad signals and ImageJ software, the

553

shortest (L0) and the actual distance (L) between vertices were measured in SG cells.
20
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554

The ratio of these distances (L/L0) was used as the waviness of junctions. 10-15 cells

555

near the invagination pit in each of five SGs were used for quantification. Statistical

556

significance was determined using Welch’s t-test.

557
558

Quantification of number and length of gaps of Crb and E-Cad

559

The number and the length of gaps for Crb and E-Cad signals were measured using

560

confocal images and ImageJ. A single z-section with the highest Crb or E-Cad signals

561

was chosen for quantification. Gaps with a length ≥0.2 µm were used for quantification.

562

All junctions from ten cells in five SGs were quantified. If there were multiple gaps on a

563

junction, we added the length of all the gaps on that junction to calculate the ratio of the

564

length of gaps to junctional length. Statistical significance was determined using

565

Welch’s t-test.

566
567

Circularity of the SG boundary

568

Using confocal images and ImageJ, cell boundaries were manually drawn along E-Cad

569

signals at the SG placode boundary and one cell row outside and inside the placode.

570

For most samples, strong myosin cable signals at the dorsal, anterior, and posterior

571

boundaries of the placode and CrebA signals in SG cells were used to determine the

572

SG boundary. In smog null [severe], where myosin signals were significantly reduced in

573

all cells, CrebA signals were used to determine the boundary. The ventral midline was

574

used as the ventral boundary of the SG in all cases. The perimeter and the area of the

575

SG corresponding to these boundaries were measured using ImageJ, and circularity

576

was calculated using the formula, C = 4π area/perimeter2. For a perfect circle, the value

577

of circularity should be 1. Five SGs were used for quantification, and statistical

578

significance was determined using Welch’s t-test.

579
580

Tyrosinated tubulin intensity quantification

581

Three z sections spanning the most apical region of SG cells were used for

582

quantification. The mean intensity of tyrosinated tubulin signals in the whole SG placode

583

was measured using ImageJ. The area of the SG was drawn manually based on the E-

584

Cad and CrebA signals to label the cell boundary and SG nuclei, respectively. For
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585

background correction, the mean intensity of ten cells outside the SG of the same

586

embryo was used. The ratio of the mean intensity of tyrosinated tubulin signals inside

587

the placode to the mean intensity of control cells outside the placode was calculated

588

and plotted. Four and five SGs were used for control and smog mutant, respectively. t-

589

test with Welch's correction was used to calculate the p value.

590
591

Cell contractility assay

592

cDNA clones for smog (RE70685) and mist (RE13854) were obtained from Drosophila

593

Genomics Resource Center (DGRC). Isolated cDNAs were cloned into the pMT-V5-

594

HisB vector (Addgene) using the conventional restriction digestion and ligation method.

595

Primers with restriction sites used to isolate the open reading frame are stated below

596

(restriction sites underlined).

597
598

smog CDS-EcoRI-5’, 5’-CCGGAATTCATGGAACTGTGCATAGCAAC-3’

599

smog CDS-NotI-3’, 5’-ATTTGCGGCCGCATTGGTCGTGATTGTATCTTTGG-3’

600

mist CDS-EcoRI-5’, 5’-CCGGAATTCATGGACAGGAGTCGGAGTAGC-3’

601

mist CDS-NotI-3’, 5’-ATTTGCGGCCGCAGCAAATGGTCTCCATTTTG-3’

602
603

S2 and S2-Mt-Fog-myc cells (Manning et al., 2013) were obtained from DGRC. Shields

604

and Sang M3 insect media (HiMedia) was used with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (Corning)

605

and 1:1000 Antibiotic-Antimycotic (Gibco). Cells were cultivated at 25°C either in 25-cm2

606

flask in 5 ml media or 75-cm2 flask in 15 ml media. To prepare for the Fog media, S2-

607

Mt-Fog-myc cells were grown undisturbed for 4-8 days to attain approximately 100%

608

confluency. 50 µl of 100 mM CuSO4 was added to nearly 100% confluent cells in 75-

609

cm2 flask to induce metallothionein promoter. The Fog-containing media was collected

610

by centrifugation and further concentrated using 3,000 MW concentrators. The

611

presence of Fog was confirmed by Western blot using the Myc-antibody (Invitrogen;

612

RRID:AB_2533008). Non-transfected S2 cells were used as a control.

613

Cell contractility assay was performed as described in (Manning et al., 2013). Smog- or

614

Mist-transfected S2 cells were induced with CuSO4. Cells were then transferred to

615

Concanavalin A-coated coverslips and fixed using 10% paraformaldehyde in PBTr for
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616

15 minutes at room temperature (RT). After being blocked in 5% NGS in PBTr for 20

617

minutes at RT, cells were stained with the V5 antibody (Invitrogen; RRID:AB_2556564)

618

to differentiate between transfected and non-transfected cells. Cell contractility of

619

transfected cells was monitored using a phase-contrast filter in a Leica DM2500

620

microscope using the 40X, 0.8 NA objective. Two-way ANOVA was performed to

621

calculate statistical significance.

622
623

Fly strains used (Table S1)
Fly strain

Sources and References

RRID

Oregon R (wild type)
fkh-Gal4

Henderson and Andrew, 2000

BDSC_78060

matα4-Gal4 (on II)

Bloomington Stock Center

BDSC_7062

matα4-Gal4 (on III)

Bloomington Stock Center

BDSC_7063

UAS-Fog

Dawes-Hoang et al., 2005

smog-GFP

Kerridge et al., 2016

ubi-Rok-GFP

Abreu-Blanco et al., 2014

BDSC_52289

sqh-GFP

Royou et al., 2004

BDSC_57144

sqh-mCherry

Martin et al., 2009

BDSC_59024

smog null mutant

Kerridge et al., 2016

fogRA67

BDSC_6218

UAS-Dicer-2

Vienna Drosophila Resource
(#60008)

TRiP.GL01473
(smog RNAi (weak))

Bloomington Stock Center

BDSC_43135

TRiP.HMC03192
(smog RNAi (strong))

Bloomington Stock Center

BDSC_51705
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TRiP.HMS00550 (chic RNAi)

Bloomington Stock Center

BDSC_34523

624
625

Antibodies Used (Table S2)

626

Antibody

Source

α-E-Cad (rat)

DSHB (DCAD2)

α-CrebA (rat)

Andrew lab (John

RRID
AB_528120

Dilution
1:50
1:3000

Hopkins University);
This study
α-CrebA (rabbit)

Andrew lab (John

AB_10805295

1:5000

Hopkins University)
α-GFP (chicken)

Invitrogen (A10262)

AB_2534023

1:500

α-β-galactosidase

Invitrogen (A11132)

AB_221539

1:500

Invitrogen (MA5-15222)

AB_10980770

1:500

α-Crb (mouse)

DSHB (Cq4)

AB_528181

1:10

α-mCherry (rat)

Invitrogen (M11217)

α-Myc (mouse)

Invitrogen (13-2500)

AB_2533008

1:250

α-V5 (mouse)

Invitrogen (R960-25)

AB_2556564

1:400

α-Dia (rabbit)

Afshar et al., 2000

1: 5000

Phalloidin Alexa 488

Invitrogen (A12379)

1:250

Alexa Fluor

Invitrogen

1:500

(rabbit)
α-β-galactosidase
(mouse)

488/568/647-

24

AB_2536611

1:1000
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637

Figure Legends

638

Figure 1. Smog transduces Fog signal to activate Rok and myosin in the SG. (A)

639

Cartoon diagram showing SG placodes (magenta) in the ventral side of a stage 11

640

Drosophila embryo. Cells that undergo apical constriction anterior to the invagination pit

641

(asterisk) are shown in purple. In those cells, the Fog ligand (yellow) binds to its GPCR

642

(blue) to activate apicomedial myosin. In all stage 11 SG images, anterior is to the left,

643

and dorsal is up. (B, B’) Fluorescent in situ hybridization of smog (magenta) in the

644

invaginating WT SG. Strong smog mRNA signals are shown in apically constricting SG

645

cells near the invagination pit (arrowheads). CrebA (green), SG nuclei. White lines, SG

646

boundary. Arrows, smog signals near the grooves and the ventral midline. (C-D’’)

647

Smog-GFP (green) signals in control (C-C’’) and Fog-overexpressing SGs (D-D’’).

648

Magenta, E-Cad. Control SG cells show puncta of Smog-GFP signals in the apical

649

region near AJs (yellow arrowheads). Considerably higher Smog-GFP signals in the

650

entire apical domain of Fog-overexpressing SG cells (red arrowheads). Insets,

651

magnified images of yellow boxed regions. (C’’, D’’) Z sections across the yellow lines in

652

C and D. (E) Quantification of total Smog-GFP intensity in control and Fog

653

overexpressing SG cells. n= 4 SGs (control); 5 SG (Fog overexpression). *p≤0.05

654

(Welch’s t-test). (F, G) sqh-GFP (green) and E-Cad (magenta) signals in control (F) and

655

Fog-overexpressing (G) SGs. (F’-G’’’) Magnified images of yellow boxed regions in F

656

and G. Compared to control (F-F’’’), sqh-GFP signals are increased in the apicomedial

657

region of Fog-overexpressing SG cells (G-G’’’). Yellow arrowheads, AJs. Cyan

658

arrowheads, sqh-GFP signals. (H-J) Quantification of apicomedial myosin intensity (H),

659

junctional myosin intensity (I), and the ratio of apicomedial to junctional myosin intensity

660

(J). (K-M’’’) Rok-GFP (green) and E-Cad (magenta) signals in SGs. K’-M’’’, magnified

661

images of yellow boxed regions in K-M. Compared to control (K-K’’’), Fog-

662

overexpressing SG shows overaccumulation of Rok-GFP and wavy cell junctions (L-

663

L’’’). smog knockdown suppresses these phenotypes (M-M’’’). Yellow arrowheads, AJs.

664

Cyan arrowheads, Rok-GFP puncta. (N, O) Quantification of the area of Rok-GFP

665

particles (N) and waviness of AJs (O). Asterisks, invagination pit. n=5 SGs, 75 cells for

666

each genotype in H-J, N, and O. *p≤0.05; **p≤0.01; ***p≤0.001; ****p≤0.0001 (Welch’s t-

667

test).
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668
669

Figure 2. Smog-transfected S2 cells contract in response to Fog. (A-F’) S2 cells

670

cultured in the absence (A, C, E) or presence (B, D, F) of Fog. (A-B’) non-transfected

671

S2 cells. (C-D’) Mist-transfected S2 cells. (E-F’) Smog-transfected S2 cells. A-F, phase

672

contrast; A’-F’, merged images of phase contrast and V5 signals for transfected cells

673

(green). White arrowhead in E’, Smog- transfected S2 cell is not contracting in the

674

absence of Fog. Magenta arrowheads, contracting cells. (G) Quantification of

675

percentage of contracting cells. n=~100 cells per condition from three independent

676

experiments. ****p≤0.0001 (Two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison post

677

hoc analysis).

678
679

Figure 3. smog knockdown and loss result in apical constriction defects in the SG

680

and disrupted epithelial morphology. (A-F) Confocal images of SGs in control (A),

681

with zygotic knockdown of smog by using TRiP.HMC03192 (B), with M/Z knockdown of

682

smog by using TRiP.GL01473 (C), WT (D), smog null [mild] (E), and smog null [severe]

683

(F). (A’-F’) Cell segmentation based on apical areas of A-F. Red and white lines, SG

684

boundary. Asterisks, invagination pit. (G, H) Quantification of percentage (left) and

685

cumulative percentage (right) of cells with different apical areas. Mann-Whitney U test

686

(for percentage of cells) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (for cumulative percentage of

687

cells). n=8 SGs (control, 902 cells; smog RNAi (Z), 823 cells; smog RNAi (M/Z), 881

688

cells; WT, 892 cells; smog null [mild], 859 cells); 6 SGs (smog null [severe], 672 cells); 5

689

SGs (fog mutant, 420 cells). ***p<0.001; ****p<0.0001. (I-L) 3D reconstruction of

690

confocal z-sections of SGs using Imaris for WT (I), M/Z knockdown of smog (J), smog

691

null [mild] (K), and smog null [severe] (L). Green, E-Cad. Magenta, CrebA. Asterisks,

692

invagination pit. Arrows in J and L, exaggerated grooves. Arrowheads in J and L,

693

enlarged SG cells. (M, N) Tile scan confocal images of stage 11 embryos in WT (M) and

694

M/Z knockdown of smog (N). Green, E-Cad. Magenta, CrebA. Arrows, ventral midline.

695

Arrowheads, SG.

696
697

Figure 4. smog regulates all three pools of myosin in the SG in a Fog-dependent

698

and -independent manner. (A-D’’) Confocal images of SGs with sqh-GFP (green) and
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699

E-Cad (magenta) signals. Compared to control (A-A’’), sqh-GFP signals are dispersed

700

in SGs with zygotic (B-B’’) and M/Z (C-C’’) knockdown of smog and in smog null [mild]

701

embryos (D-D’’). (A’-D’’) Higher magnification of the yellow boxed region in A-D. (E-H’’)

702

Confocal images of SGs with Rok-GFP (green) and E-Cad (magenta) signals.

703

Compared to control (E-E’’), Rok-GFP signals are dispersed in SGs with zygotic (F-F’’)

704

and M/Z (G-G’’) knockdown of smog and in smog null [mild] embryos (H-H’’). (E’-H”)

705

Magnified images of the yellow boxed region in E-H. (I-L) Quantification of apicomedial

706

myosin intensity (I), junctional myosin intensity (J), area of apicomedial myosin particles

707

(K), and area of Rok-GFP particles (L). *p≤0.05; **p≤0.01; ***p≤0.001; ****p≤0.0001

708

(Welch’s t-test). n=5 SGs, 100 cells (I-K) and 5 SGs, 75 cells (L) for each genotype. (M)

709

Control SG with high myosin intensity at the placode boundary (arrowheads in insets in

710

M, M’’). (N) smog null [severe] SGs have low myosin intensity. Arrowheads in insets in

711

N, N’’, discontinuous myosin at the SG boundary. (O) Analysis of the circularity of the

712

SG placode boundary as a measure of smoothness and tension. An example of a WT

713

SG stained for E-Cad (magenta) and sqh-GFP (green) with the boundaries measured.

714

Red line, SG boundary; gray line, cell boundary one cell row outside the SG boundary;

715

blue line, cell boundary one cell row inside the SG boundary. (P) Quantification of

716

circularity of the SG, outer, and inner boundary in control and smog'#"33'45,6,+,7'895/'

717

:5%,+)5;5<')#6&=)#&%)>#'!)%/'?!@./.AB'??!@./.CB'???!@./..C'DE,3$*F5'%G%,5%H/'#IA'895'J>+'

718

,&$*'=,#>%K!,/

719
720

Figure 5. Smog is required for maintaining epithelial integrity and the microtubule

721

networks. (A-D) Confocal images of stage 11 WT (A, C) and smog null [severe] (B, D)

722

embryos (A, B) Embryos stained for E-Cad (green) and CrebA (magenta). (A’, B’)

723

Magnified view of the white boxed region in A and B. Compared to uniform and

724

continuous E-Cad signals in WT embryonic epithelial cells (A’), E-Cad signals are

725

absent in regions of epithelial cells in smog mutants (arrowheads in B’). (C, D) Embryos

726

stained for Crb (green) and CrebA (magenta). (C’, D’) magnified view of the white box

727

region in C and D. In contrast to continuous WT Crb signals (C’), Crb is almost absent in

728

regions of epithelial cells in smog mutants (arrowheads in D’). (E-J) E-Cad (E-G) and
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729

Crb (H-J) signals in WT (E, H), smog null [mild] (F, I), and smog null [severe] (G, J)

730

embryos. Insets, magnified view of yellow boxed region in the SG. Arrowheads, gaps in

731

E-Cad or Crb signals. (K-N) Quantification of the number of gaps in E-Cad (K) and Crb

732

(M) signals and the ratio of gap length to total junctional length for E-Cad (L) and Crb

733

(N). n=5 SGs, 50 cells per genotype. **p≤0.01; ***p≤0.001 (Welch’s t-test). (O-R)

734

Compared to WT (O, Q), acetylated tubulin signals are almost absent in the SG in smog

735

mutants (P), and tyrosinated tubulin signals are also reduced in smog mutants (R). Red

736

dotted lines, SG boundary. (S) Quantification of the ratio of tyrosinated tubulin intensity

737

in SG cells to the intensity in cells outside the SG placode. n=4 SGs (control); 5 SGs

738

(smog null). *p≤0.05 (Welch’s t-test). Asterisks, invagination pit.

739
740

Figure 6. Smog is required for maintaining cortical actin networks during SG

741

invagination. (A-B’’’) Rok-GFP (green) and E-Cad (magenta) in SGs in control (A-A’’’)

742

and smog null [severe] (B-B’’’) embryos. (A’-B’’) Higher magnification of the white boxed

743

regions in A and B. (A’’’, B’’’) x-z sections across the yellow lines in A and B. Red

744

arrowheads, normal Rok-GFP signals accumulated in the apicomedial region of control

745

SG cells. White arrowheads, blebs in SG cells in smog mutants enriched with Rok-GFP

746

signals. (C, D) SGs stained for Dia (green) and phalloidin (magenta) in WT (C) and

747

smog null mutant (D) embryos. Compared to high intensity of Dia (red arrowheads in C,

748

C’’) and phalloidin (cyan arrowheads in D, D’’) in the WT SG, Dia and phalloidin signals

749

are reduced in SGs in smog null mutants (red and cyan arrowheads in D-D’’). (E-G)

750

Quantification of Dia intensity in apicomedial (E) and junctional (F) regions and the ratio

751

of apicomedial to junctional Dia intensity (G). (H-I’’) Rok-GFP (green) and E-Cad

752

(magenta) in chic RNAi in the wild-type (H-H’’) and smog mutant background (I-I’’). (H’-

753

I’’) Higher magnification of the white boxed regions in H, I. In chic RNAi SGs, Rok-GFP

754

signals accumulate in the apicomedial region of SG cells (red arrowheads in H’ and H’’).

755

smog null [mild] SG cells with chic knockdown show membrane blebs with enriched

756

Rok-GFP signals (white arrowheads in I’ and I’’). Asterisks, invagination pit. *p≤0.05;

757

**p≤0.01 (Welch’s t-test). n=5 SGs, 50 cells for each genotype.

758
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759

Figure 7. A proposed model for roles of Smog during epithelial tube formation.

760

During SG invagination, Smog responds to Fog signal to promote Rok accumulation

761

and apicomedial myosin formation to control apical constriction (red arrows).

762

Independent of Fog (and responding to an as-yet-unknown ligand X), Smog regulates

763

epithelial integrity by regulating junctional and the supracellular myosin pools, the

764

microtubule networks, and key apical/junctional components (grey arrows). Smog is

765

also required for cortical actin organization during SG invagination, through regulating

766

Dia levels (grey arrows). Different ligands may recruit specific G proteins and RhoGEFs

767

to activate distinct downstream effectors.

768
769

Supplementary Figure S1. smog knockdown using a weaker RNAi line also shows

770

apical constriction defects in SG cells. (A, A’) A representative confocal image (A) of

771

the stage 11 SG in fog mutants and the corresponding heat map of apical areas (A’).

772

The embryo surface is often uneven in fog mutant embryos due to additional folding and

773

grooves, resulting in some cells outside the SG being out of focus and not shown in the

774

image. (B-C’) Confocal images of SGs in control (B) and zygotic knockdown of smog by

775

using TRiP.GL01473 (C) and corresponding heat maps of apical areas (B’ and C’). Red

776

and white lines, SG boundary. Asterisks, invagination pit. (D) Quantification of

777

percentage and cumulative percentage of cells with different apical areas. Mann-

778

Whitney U test (for percentage of cells) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (for cumulative

779

percentage of cells). n=8 SGs (control, 902 cells; smog'LM:)'DNH<'OAP'$,335H/'??!@./.C/

780
781

Supplementary Figure S2. SGs in smog null mutants have relatively normal

782

morphology at stage 14 and later during embryogenesis. (A, B) Confocal images of

783

stage 15 WT (A) and smog null embryos stained for E-Cad (green) and CrebA

784

(magenta). (C-G) SGs stained for E-Cad in WT (C, E), smog M/Z knockdown (F), and

785

smog null mutant (D, G) embryos. All embryos at stage 14 and later have relatively

786

normal morphology, including the SG, excepto for a rare case of the crooked SG in

787

smog null mutants (D).

788
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789

Supplementary Figure S3. smog loss leads to the reduction of Crb levels in the

790

whole embryo and loss of Crb anisotropy at the SG boundary. (A, B) Confocal

791

images of stage 14 WT (A) and smog null [severe] mutant (B) embryos stained for Crb

792

(green) and CrebA (magenta). (A’, B’) Magnified view of the white boxed region in A and

793

B. Compared to clear Crb signals at the cell boundary in WT (A’), Crb levels are

794

reduced and diffused in some smog null mutant embryos with a severely defective

795

morphology (B’). (C-H’’’) control (C-E’’’) and smog null [severe] embryos (F-H’’’)

796

showing sqh-mCh (green) and Crb (magenta) signals. (D, G) Cells at the SG boundary.

797

(E, H) SG cells near the invagination pit (asterisk). (D’-H’’’) Higher magnification of the

798

boxed regions. In contrast to high myosin (red arrowheads in D’’’) and low Crb (cyan

799

arrowheads in D’’) levels in the SG boundary in control embryos, the overall Crb levels

800

are reduced in smog null embryos, showing loss of anisotropic localization of Crb at the

801

SG boundary (G-H’’’).

802
803

Supplementary Figure S4. smog loss leads to bleb formation in SG cells as well

804

as outside the SG placode. (A-C’’) Confocal images for Rok-GFP (green) and E-Cad

805

(magenta) signals in stage 11 SGs in control (A-A’’), smog null [mild] (B-B’’), and fog

806

mutant (C-C’’) embryos. Blebs are not observed in these embryos. Due to the uneven

807

embryo surface in fog mutants, apical/junctional and more basal regions are shown for

808

SG cells near and far from the invagination pit, respectively, in the single z section. (D-

809

E’’) Confocal images for Rok-GFP signals in control (D-D’’) and smog null [severe] (E-

810

E’’) embryos. Blebs are observed both in non-SG cells outside the SG placode (red

811

arrowheads in E’) and SG cells (cyan arrowheads in E’’). Yellow arrowheads in D’’,

812

normal Rok accumulation in the apicomedial region of SG cells. Asterisk, invagination

813

pit.

814
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